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INTRO 
One of the more contentious races on the card for the $1 million purse of the Breeders’ Cup Dirt 
Mile (G1) an 8-furlong test over the Santa Anita main track. One of the more anticipated runners 
of the weekend #5 OMAHA BEACH will run in this spot, and is listed as the morning line 
favorite for Richard Mandella. He was the early favorite for the Kentucky Derby, though a minor 
medical issue requiring throat surgery and recovery time kept him from competition. He returned 
last month off the layoff and made his return to the races a winning one taking the G1 SA Sprint 
Championship. As we work through the field the question with OMAHA BEACH, was if that 
race enough to have him prepared for this type of G1 stakes event, especially as the horse to 
beat?  

OPTIXPLOT 



The race shape expects to be a big part of the handicapping puzzle, let’s take a look at the 
OptixPLOT as well as the QuadSTATS/PCT for this race. The “red” PlotFit is noted and in 
part to the foreign runners #6 AMBASSADORIAL and #8 BLUE CHIPPER, as well as #9 
DIAMOND OOPS on Surface/Distance making his dirt route debut. The QuadSTATS/PCT tend 
to favor “Squares” and especially those in Quad I/II, with #2 IMPROBABLE and #3 SPUN TO 
RUN, and less so with the Quad III/IV runners.  

As you can see on OptixPLOT the “snowflake” Contention which seems to match up with the 
OptixRPM with the lack of true E, and more concentration on E/P types. That does come into 
play with the SpeedRate of 40, suggesting an honest pace, and perhaps even more look to those 
with finish/Squares.   

OPTIXGRID 
With the OptixPLOT “Red” and the mile distance at Santa Anita around two-turns OptixGRID 
+ NOTES can help to clear up some of the pace questions as well as form coming into this race.  
For your own analysis, please view the entire OptixGRID, so you can see the complete past-
performances of every horse in the race (and be sure to click on the “i” icon for the “Extended 
Notes” comments).  

#1 GIANT EXPECTATIONS (12-1) the Quad II/IV Circle does not look to benefit him from a 
trip standpoint. The OptixNOTES with the ONE_TURN keyword from his place finish in the 
restricted Commentary S. is noted as he returns to the two-turn mile distance this afternoon. His 
most recent two starts, both improved efforts came at one turn. It should also be noted that the 
blinkers were added in those starts, and certainly could play a role as well, though would prefer 
him around the one-turn. He also has the tendency to break slow, and something to consider 
especially with the rail draw.  

 

#2 IMPROBABLE (3-1) he will make his third start of the form cycle and coming into this race 
the right way for Baffert. From a trip perspective he “fits” as a Quad II Square as one with some 
tactical speed and finish. This mile distance (and at two-turns) looks to be the ideal distance for 
him looking back over his races. He started off his career with three back-to-back wins, and 
perhaps struggled as the distances increased leading up to the Derby and on the Triple Crown 
trail. Baffert brought him back after that series in the Shared Belief S. a solid return coming off 
the 99-day layoff. The G1 PA Derby was not ideal all around (see OptixNOTE) below. He has 
trained forwardly out of that race, and working very well here in the weeks leading up to this G1 
BC Dirt Mile. He will get back to the flat mile, and remain in California where he appears to be 
the most at home. He does not seem to have as many gate issues here, though still something to 



keep in mind with him. That was part of the issue back when he faced off against OMAHA 
BEACH in the G1 Arkansas Derby. The two are similar in terms of speed figures and class to this 
point, though foundation wise IMPROBABLE could have that advantage here.  

  

#3 SPUN TO RUN (6-1) the well-place Quad I Square is the first thing that immediately catches 
the eye about this runner; and considered a contender on OptixPLOT alone. While that does 
favor him here, his pattern coming into this race might suggest some regression off the massive 
effort just three weeks ago. His OptixFIG showed a slight drop from G3 Smarty Jones win, into 
the G1 PA Derby, and perhaps that decline helped him to move forward last out. He figures a 
capable alternative in this field, though value expected, nothing shorter than the morning line.  

  

#4 MR. MONEY (6-1) he brings a solid record into this race and enters the G1 Dirt Mile in 
good form for trainer Calhoun. With that said he has also benefit from “PERFECT” trips this 
season. His position in Quad III as a Square, probably does not suggest “perfect” but more along 
the line of capable. Like the G1 PA Derby rival drawn to his inside, value should be expected 
here as well.   

 

#5 OMAHA BEACH (8-5) after running some good races (though unwilling to pass horses 
without excuse) in his early days, started to figure it out and stepped up after breaking through 
with some confidence in his maiden score. Following that maiden win he was able to string two 
back to back graded stakes wins at Oaklawn Park, which put him in position as the early favorite 
for the Kentucky Derby. To string three graded stakes wins back-to-back takes talent, and no 
doubt he has that. That is worth noting with his OptixPLOT position in Quad III, and for those 
races was a Quad I/II runner. Coming back off the layoff in the G1 SA Sprint Championship last 
month, it would be reasonable to assume that he was not “fully cranked” that day. He did, 
however, get the win over a legit sprinter, and how much that really took out of him has to be a 
question here.  

 



#6 AMBASSADORIAL (30-1) connections do seem to fancy him to some degree as he made 
his way to the G1 Korea Cup, and now in the G1 Breeders’ Cup Mile. Surface and class are still 
unknown for this level, and as noted in the extended comment from the G1 Korea Cup that he 
did not handle kickback.  

#7 COAL FRONT (6-1) his form this season suggests he is a true two-turn mile horse based on 
his three wins this season. There could be a little more to his Quad I Circle OptixPLOT taking a 
deeper dive into his recent races. The win in the G1 Godolphin Mile is not part of the PLOT as 
the race was run in Dubai; so with just the four races, and the two no-so-pretty efforts in the G1 
Met Mile (one-turn) and the G3 Monmouth Cup (9f) those are factored in with the Razorback 
and Parx Mile win. His position suggests he will be the pacesetter here, and without any true “E” 
types, he looks the one to take that role and could be quite tough on the front end.  

 

#8 BLUE CHIPPER (20-1) perfect on the year he will carry that win streak overseas and to 
compete this afternoon. How the form transfers is unknown, though has been solid as noted in 
OptixGRID below, and projects to show early speed. He has looked well in terms of physicality 
since arriving, and Flavien Prat has been in the saddle galloping, jogging, schooling and all 
around becoming familiar with him leading up to race day.  

  
#9 DIAMOND OOPS (15-1) distance remains a question mark, especially in terms of pace 
based on his Quad III Circle position on OptixPLOT. Even coming out of the sprints, and the 
recent G1 Shadwell Turf Mile, does not seem likely to find a similar trip in this field, level, and 
distance. That said, there is some run with this gelding, and overall has just improved with each 
race this year. Still, tough to make the case this is the ideal spot for him. 

 

#10 SNAPPER SINCLAIR (30-1) speed figures (OptixFIG) and class (OptixGrade in graded 
stakes) are bit on the light side for this type of G1 race. His OptixPLOT position is worth noting 
as well, with his OptixRPM listed as an E/P, however on OptixPLOT is down in Quad IV.  

 



CONCLUSION 
With a case to be made for many in the field, the value should be there if brave and willing 
enough to take on #5 OMAHA BEACH.  


